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Discussion Questions
1. We speak more than sixteen thousand words a day—and the women in this book speak only one
hundred words. What would it be like for your right to speak to be taken away? How would you
voice your thoughts? How would you use your daily quota of words?
2. Humans differ from other members of the animal kingdom since we have language. If we take
away language, what separates us from other animals? Would we be capable of rational
thought? Would we survive?
3. Our learned behaviour is patterned after what we witness. This is exemplified by the drawing
that Sonia makes—her father and her brothers are depicted as much larger than she or her
mother is. What other things do we learn to do unconsciously?
4. Do you blame Steven for his actions? Tell us how you felt about him. Did you feel remorse for
him after he realized what he had done and went in search of his girlfriend, Julia?
5. Were you surprised by Patrick? Is it true that sometimes we don’t know the person we think we
should know best?
6. How did the restructuring of the children’s education make you feel? Do you think home economics is beneficial to both boys and girls?
7. Sharon comments that because of her skin color, she will be “next.”
How do you think society would have progressed if the ending of Vox
were different? Do you think people of color would have been treated
like the LGBTQ community?
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